For over two hundred years, election to Phi Beta Kappa has been a recognition of intellectual capacities well employed, especially in the acquiring of an education in the liberal arts and sciences. The objectives of humane learning encouraged by Phi Beta Kappa include intellectual honesty and tolerance, range of intellectual interests, and understanding—not merely knowledge. Newman’s conviction that “the test of education lies not in what a man knows but in what he is” gets at the heart of the matter. The quickening not only of mind, but also of spirit, is the aim of a liberal arts education. As men and women devoted to intellectual pursuits, we have a happy faith that in the future, as in the past, the liberal arts and sciences will continue to be central to any meaningful understanding of the human condition. Phi Beta Kappa is the symbol of such a faith.
INDUCTION
Rodney Room
Perkins Student Center
Saturday, May 7, 2016
11:00 a.m.

Presiding ................................................................. Ray Peters
President
Alpha of Delaware Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

Welcome ................................................................. George Watson
Dean
College of Arts and Sciences

Presentation of Clift and DeArmond Award .................. Ray Peters
Harry Allen Lewis

Presentation of Herbert Ellis Newman Award .................. Ray Peters
Lauren Michelle Markovich

Induction of Members in Course .................................. Ray Peters
Burnaby Munson, Secretary

Amanda Jo Abrom
Trevor Gregory Aldred
Rebecca Jill Arias
Michael Joseph Balent
Kendall Renee Barger
Joshua R Barton
Dakin Justice Bond
Eric Charles Brown
Dylan M Buller
Stefanie Jean Clendaniel
Matthew Robert Conrad
Shawn Michael Conroy
Kevin Anthony Cross
Kelly Elizabeth Daniels
Michael David D’Antonio
Kayla Raye Dickens
Katherine Rose Dillon
Georgia Ellen DiMatteo
Erin Perry Dugan
Matthew Jay Durkin
Megan Patricia Feick
Emily Beth Freedman
Nina Michelle Freiberger
Jordan Wesley Fried
Adrienne Marie Gendron
Alyssa Maria Griffith
Laura Catherine Holt
Kimberly Ann Iervoline
Rachel Louise Jackson
Rebecca Katherine Jaeger
Giselle Jimenez
Jamie Grace Judefind
Thomas Patrick Keane
Daniel Brian Koeplinger
Kenneth James Kokason
Tanya Louise Krapf
Gabrielle Marie Lanzetta
William George Lescas
Joanna Ruth Loomis
Eric Andrew Loverro
Jessica Nicole Mann
Kyle William Marvel
Bradley Nicholas Michalakis
Prashanth Reddy Moku
Sarah Christine Mottram
Edward Murillo
Jessica Beth Oestreicher
Kyle Jesse Offenbecher
Patrick John O’Kane
Timothy Kevin O’Malley
Hannah Louise Orlando
Sarah Marie Pingar
Shannon Heather Poulsen
Robert Charles Pritchard
Mary McDonnell Purnell
Lindsey Susan Roque
Erin Elizabeth Royal
Elena Michelle Sassaman
Matthew E Sikina
Camila Andrea Sosa
Laura Rose Sperling
Eden Yeeting Sung
Aline Ketty Szczyz
Lindsey K Szymanski
Julian Francis Tanjuakio
Laurne S Terasaki
Morgan Doris Thomas
Kerri Anne Tobin
Joshua M Tworig
Erin Lynn Wadman
Jared Wasilefsky
Lauren Michelle Webb
Julie Eve Zuroff